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The interactions between passive and active/driven particles have been ex-

plored as a means to modify structures in solutions. Often times hydrodynam-

ics plays a significant role in explaining emergent patterns in such mixtures.

In this study, we demonstrate that strong advective flows generated by a single

driven rotating particle near a surface can induce large-scale structural rear-

rangements in a passive suspension. The resulting emergent pattern exhibits

an accumulation area in front of the driven particle and a wake along its tra-

jectory. Notably, the center of the accumulation is found at a distance from the

driven particle. Through experiments and Stokesian dynamics simulations, we

show that the driven-passive interaction is solely determined by the heights of
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both particle types, which determines the shape and the size of the pattern. By

modulating the height of the driven particle we can control the extension of

the emergent pattern from 5 to 10 times its radius (∼ 12µm).

Introduction

Colloids have been extensively used to explore the relation between structure and function of

materials. Their structure is easily observable with a simple optical microscope (1, 2, 3), and

colloidal particles can be actuated to roll (4), spin (5), and oscillate (6). Moreover, one can easily

tune particle interactions in a colloidal system using straightforward modifications to particle

size, shape, and surface chemistry, which allows for the design of exotic material properties

such as tunable shear-jamming (7) and patterned wettability (8).

Generally, self-assembly is driven by interparticle forces and entropic forces. External ap-

plied fields, however, unlock self-assembly pathways that are otherwise inaccessible including

avalanches (9) and configurations that encode memory (10,11); indeed, the soft matter commu-

nity has established that self-propelling particles can tune self-assembly (12,13). Additional de-

grees of freedom, such as in mixtures of active and passive particles, enhance the phase space of

microstructures (14,15). The motion of self-propelling particles has been shown to enhance the

diffusivity of passive particles (16,17), create clusters of passive particles around self-propelling

particles (18, 19), or induce phase separation between particle types (20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25).

Moreover, as the self-propelling particles exert forces on their surroundings, they continue re-

configuring the local structure already built (19, 26). When active particles are added to an

equilibrium passive crystal structure, their activity accelerates the annealing process, leading to

large-scale single crystals. (27). Through active-passive interactions, active particles via self-

diffusiophoresis (28) and driven particles via external fields have the potential to tune the aggre-

gation of passive particles (12,13), and ship cargo passive particles to desired locations (29,30).
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These examples demonstrate the complexity of active-passive and driven-passive interactions.

To understand how these particles reshape material structure, it is crucial to understand how

they interact with their surroundings in a colloidal suspension. In many cases, hydrodynamics

plays a significant role to explain the restructuring and the emergent patterns (19, 31, 32).

In this work, we examine how a driven particle, called a microroller (33), immersed in a

passive particle suspension can restructure its surroundings through experiments and Stokesian

dynamics simulations. Here a microroller rearranges the passive particles through hydrody-

namic interactions, creating an accumulation zone around itself and a depletion tail in its wake.

We observe that a steady-state pattern emerges from these interactions, and this pattern is 10

times larger than the microroller radius and is three dimensional in nature. We note that in strik-

ing contrast to restructuring created by actively dragging a particle through a suspension (34),

the highest concentration of passive particles in the accumulation area is roughly 10 microroller

radii away from the microroller location. This underscores the mechanism of restructuring as

the long-range flow field generated by the microroller. Due to the sensitive dependence of

hydrodynamic interactions on the particle’s height above the chamber floor, we find that the

structure of the pattern is modified by changing the height of either the driven or passive parti-

cles.

Results

We experimentally study suspensions of passive particles in water doped with magnetically

driven particles, named the microrollers, see Fig. 1(a). Both the microrollers and passive parti-

cles are denser than water, so they sediment to the floor of the suspension’s container, forming a

quasi-2D layer of particles. Both types of the particles share the same size (2 µm in diameter).

Due to the thermal fluctuation and electrostatic repulsion, both types of particles do not contact

the floor but instead hover above the floor surface at an equilibrium height, hroller and hpassive
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Fig. 1: Microrollers alter microstructure in passive suspensions. We dope driven particles
(microrollers) in a passive colloidal suspension, as demonstrated in the schematic (a) A small
quantity of microrollers (driven particles) are added to a suspension of passive particles. (b)
Microrollers contain a permenant magnetic moment, m, and are acuated by applying a uni-
form rotating magnetic field. This actuation generates strong advective flows, which scale with
hroller, the height of the particle above the surface; these flows are the driver for restructur-
ing the passive suspension. (c) Microrollers restructure the passive suspension by modulating
the mean local density; this resructuring becomes more and more apparent as we average over
longer and longer times. (d) Restructuring of the passive suspensions results in the emergence
of a steady-state pattern. Left image is the experimental result, in which brighter areas indicate
a higher local intensity, which is correlated to a higher concentration of passive particles. Right
image shows the result of Stokesian dynamics simulations, which reproduce the same pattern
seen in the experiments.
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respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The microroller’s translational velocity is determined by

two parameters, the microroller’s height hroller and its rotational frequency f . We select the

rotational frequency to be between 5 Hz to 13 Hz in our experiments so that the speed of the

microroller is linearly proportional to the rotating frequency (see SI.1).

In the driven-passive colloidal mixture, passive particles are initially distributed randomly

around the microroller in the xy plane. When the external rotating magnetic field is on, the

microroller is translating, and the flows generated by the microroller redistribute the passive

particles. We observe that the passive particles are restructured as follows: there is an accumu-

lation of passive particles in the region of the direction of motion of the microroller (in the +x̂

direction), while there is a depleted region opposite to the direction of translation (in the −x̂

direction). We note that the average microroller speed is constant (see SI.2); the system is in a

non-equilibrium steady state.

To quantify the restructuring, we calculate the time averaged number density of passive

particles ⟨ρpassive (r)⟩t in the microroller’s frame of reference. In the microroller’s frame, the

microroller is static, and it is the passive particles that move around the microroller. A pattern in

the passive particle distribution emerges around the microroller as we average more and more

frames, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Brighter regions indicate a longer presence of passive particles

while darker regions signal the opposite. The emergent pattern reveals a depletion of passive

particles in the −x̂ direction to the microroller, and a greater presence of passive particles in the

vicinity of the microroller. Surprisingly, the peak of the accumulation (the brightest location)

in the pattern in the +x̂ direction to the microroller is much larger than the particle itself,

approximately 10 times the radius of the microroller (10µm).

To complement our experimental work, we study this system computationally using Stoke-

sian dynamics. Previous work has shown that a microroller rolls at constant angular velocity

imposed by a rotating magnetic field rather than experiencing a constant torque (35). Thus,
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to resemble experiments we study a rotating particle with constant angular velocity in a re-

gion where we have initially fixed the area fraction of passive particles. For suspensions at

finite temperature we stochastically evolve the system to solve for Brownian dynamics and cor-

rectly account for thermal fluctuations. Importantly, the height of the microroller (hroller) sets

its velocity profile as a function of angular velocity. Obtaining hroller from experiments is chal-

lenging, thus we use the velocity profile (the microroller’s velocity as a function of rotational

frequencies) to determine ⟨hroller⟩ to use in simulations.

Moreover, we use Gaussian smoothing in all ⟨ρpassive (r)⟩t using a variance the size of the

passive particle. This adds particle areal effects in ⟨ρpassive (r)⟩t, and thus can be comparable to

the experimental emergent pattern. In Fig. 1(d), we see that the simulation reproduces the same

pattern as observed in experiments, and the areas of high intensity in experiments correspond

to areas of high particle density in simulations.

In order to determine what parameters control the features and the size of the emergent

pattern, we carry out experiments by independently varying the rotating frequency f from 5 Hz

to 13 Hz, and the area fraction of passive particles ϕpassive from 2% to 19%. In no case do

we observe that the pattern changes, see Fig. 2(a-d). To quantify our results, we compute a

characteristic pattern length Lpattern by measuring the intensity across the pattern along the x

axis and define Lpattern to be the distance between the microroller center to the intensity peak,

see Fig. 2(e). As expected from the experimental images, in Fig. 2(f), Lpattern is invariant with

respect to ϕpassive and f .

Using simulations, we investigate the influence of the microroller height hroller. The sim-

ulations are carried out at f = 10 Hz and ϕ = 0.17 at T = 0K and T = 293K. The results

are shown in Fig. 2(g-h). We measure the peak area fraction of the pattern to the microroller to

extract Lpattern. As shown in Fig. 2(i), Lpattern is directly proportional to hroller, even in the the

presence of thermal fluctuations.
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Fig. 2: The length of the new structure is independent of the microroller’s velocity and
the area fraction of the passive particles; it is set only by the microroller’s height above
the surface. (a-b) Pattern length at two different actuation frequencies: (a) 5 Hz and (b) 13 Hz.
We find that the pattern size, Lpattern, is independent of microroller velocity. (c-d) Similarly,
altering the mean area fraction of passive particles has no effect on Lpattern. (c) ϕ = 0.02 (d)
ϕ = 0.19. (e) To quantify Lpattern, we draw a box across the microroller along the x axis of
the pattern and measure the average intensity in the y axis, as illustrated in the inset; the pink
dashed line indicates the center of the box. Then, we find the peak of the intensity (the blue
open circle) in front of the roller (the orange circle), and measure the distance from the peak to
the microroller (the blue double arrow). (f) Lpattern is independent of both microroller velocity
(actuation frequency f ) and ϕ. We find the average Lpattern is 8.9 ± 0.9 µm (the black dashed
line in (f)). We perform simulations at different microroller’s heights hroller at T = 0K and
T = 293K to investigate Lpattern as a function of hroller. We observe that Lpattern becomes
smaller as hroller decreases: (g) hroller = 1.4 µm, (h) hroller = 1.05 µm, and is identical at
T = 0 K and T = 293 K.
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Discussion

To understand the origin of the emergent pattern from experiments we must determine the prin-

ciple stresses at play in suspensions at finite temperature. Hydrodynamic forces between par-

ticles can be impacted by thermal fluctuations as they will disrupt particle’s trajectories along

streamlines. To estimate the relative influence of thermal fluctuations compared to the advective

flows, we calculate the Péclet number, Pe =
Rpassiveufluid

Dpassive
, where Rpassive is the average passive

particle radius, ufluid is approximately the maximum velocity of the fluid due to a microroller,

and Dpassive is the passive particle diffusion coefficient. Using the values Rpassive = 1 µm,

ufluid = 50 µm/s, and Dpassive = 0.15 µm2/s, we calculate that Pe = 333 ≫ 1; and thus

reveals that passive particle transport is dominated by microroller-generated advective flows

rather than from thermal fluctuations. Therefore, computationally less expensive simulations at

T = 0K are sufficient to understand the origin of the pattern formation; Brownian motion does

not alter the average size of the pattern.

As this is an advection-dominated system, we focus on the streamlines generated by the

microroller to explain the formation of the emergent pattern. While these streamlines are three

dimensional in nature we will show that it is sufficient to focus on streamlines in the xy plane

to understand the formation of the emergent pattern. Moreover, the experimental measurements

only capture the pattern extent in the xy plane.

We begin by calculating the flow velocity around the rotating microroller in the frame of

the microroller, see Fig. 3(a). In the microroller frame, the microroller is stationary while

the passive particles are the mobile species. In the flow profile in the microroller frame, two

different sets of streamlines are observed in the fluid in the vicinity of the microroller: (1)

a set that surrounds and recirculates around a pair of axial symmetric vortices alongside the

microroller (light blue streamlines in Fig. 3(a)), and (2) a set that bounds and bypasses the
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Fig. 3: The emergent pattern results from hydrodynamic interactions around a micro-
roller. Fluid streamlines in the micoroller’s frame produced from a microroller (orange circle)
at z = 3hr (a). The fluid velocity is normalized by the microroller’s translational speed. There
are two characteristic sets of streamlines around the microroller, recirculating (blue) and by-
passing (purple) streamlines. Additionally, we observe the presence of stagnation points (white
x-crosses) in the front and back of the microroller. In a suspension of passive particles at
T = 0K, we extract passive particles that have residence times τ larger than background par-
ticles τp (b) and plot their trajectories (c). These trajectories are confined to the recirculating
and bypassing regions. Using the average passive particle velocity profile in (d), we determined
that particles in the recirculating region have long residence because they are trapped around
the microroller. Meanwhile, particles in the bypassing region persist around the microroller due
to their curved trajectories around the microroller. Finally, using simulation data of suspensions
at T = 293K, we show the passive particle streamlines around the microroller and overlay
them on the simulation ⟨ρpassive (r)⟩t (top) and experimental emergent pattern (bottom)(e). This
shows that the recirculating and bypassing streamlines span the emergent pattern.
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recirculating region (light purple streamlines in Fig. 3(a)). An additional feature in the flow

field is the appearance of two axially symmetric stagnation points in the front and back of

the microroller. These stagnation points are saddle points, that is the fluid flow is convergent

along one direction and divergent in the orthogonal direction. In our system, the microroller is

always driven in the +x̂ direction; this breaks the symmetry of the stagnation points. The front

stagnation point focuses fluid along the x axis and ejects fluid in the +ŷ and −ŷ directions.

Meanwhile, the opposite is true for the stagnation point behind the microroller; fluid is focused

through streamlines in the y axis and expelled in the +x̂ and −x̂ directions.

To understand how a pattern emerges in the passive suspension, we first consider how a

single passive particle interacts with the flow field generated by the microroller. We begin

our analysis by considering a passive particle which remains in the plane of the xy streamlines

(above the microroller) as seen in Fig. 3(a); a single passive particle approaching the microroller

from the right and located around y = 0 will encounter the front stagnation point. Any slight

perturbation will displace the particle in the +ŷ or −ŷ directions and direct the particle into the

bypassing streamlines bounding the recirculating region. The particle would then be transported

to the back stagnation point where once again a slight perturbation can either push the particle

into the recirculating region or eject it in the −x̂ direction. Sources of perturbations in the

experimental system are thermal fluctuations and near field (lubrication) interactions from other

particles. In dense passive particle suspension, near field interactions are prominent due to the

proximity of particles in space. For equal sized spheres, this occurs when the distance between

a pair of particles is equal to or less than two particle diameters. This interaction is largely

associated to the squeezing of fluid out from between the narrowly separated particles. When

two particles are close enough to each other in the stagnation region, where the fluid flow speed

vanishes, near field interactions will enable these particles to travel across streamlines away

from the stagnation point and enter either the recirculating or bypassing streamlines.
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To explain the emergent pattern observed in experiments, we note that ⟨ρpassive (r)⟩t is set

by the residence time of the passive particles in the vicinity of the microroller. The emergent

pattern arises from the contrast of residence times between the background passive particles and

particles that spend more time near the microroller; passive particles that comprise the emergent

pattern are those that remain in the vicinity of the microroller for an amount of time τ greater

than the background passive particles. We calculate the background residence time, τp, which is

the maximum time for background passive particles to spend within a square box that envelops

the recirculating region of the fluid flow:

τp =
Lx

⟨vroller⟩ − σvroller

,

where Lx is the box length, and σvroller is the standard deviation of the microroller’s speed

in the x̂ direction. Interestingly, even in a suspension of passive particles at T = 293K we

observe deviations in the height of the microroller due to the near field interactions with passive

particles. These height fluctuations result in fluctuations in the microroller’s velocity. Here we

choose Lx = 20µm as this is larger than the recirculation zone at this value of the microroller

height. We note that the choice of Lx does not matter as long as the extension of the emergent

pattern is contained within the box. This is because the variability of residence times only

occurs in the regions of non-negligible hydrodynamic interactions near the microroller.

There are two possible mechanisms for passive particles to have residence times greater than

the background time (τ > τp): (i) particles traverse the length Lx slower than the microroller,

or (ii) particles travel a distance greater than Lx within the square box with area L2
x. Using the

passive particle trajectories from our simulations at ϕpassive = 0.17, f = 5Hz and, T = 0K we

identify the set of passive particles where τ > τp. This set corresponds to the tail end of the

distribution of residence times P (τ) as seen in Fig. 3(b), where the mean of P (τ) approximately

corresponds to Lx

⟨vroller⟩
. In Fig. 3(c) we plot the set of individual passive particle trajectories
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with τ ≥ τp colored by their residence time normalized by τp. Recalling that we are analyzing

the particle trajectories in the microroller’s frame, we observe that the trajectories with τ >

τp clearly replicate the microroller’s streamlines as seen in Fig. 3(a). This shows that near

field interactions between passive particles do not qualitatively affect the trajectories expected

from the flow field of the microroller. There are two visible regions with contrasting residence

times which directly correlate to the two sets of streamlines from Fig. 3(a), the recirculating

and bypassing streamlines. Residence times within the recirculating region are on average 2.5

times greater than those that bypass it. This is further evidenced by Fig. 3(d) where we have

calculated the average spatial velocity profile of the passive particles and observe that passive

particles travel at the background speed and sometimes faster than the microroller. There is an

additional set of particles with τ > τp; these are the particles whose trajectories correspond

to the bypass region near the recirculation zone. As these curved trajectories are longer than

the straight trajectories of the background particles, τ > τp even though these particles move

at the same velocity as the background particles. These results suggest that these two regions

are responsible for the emergent pattern in experiments. To test this hypothesis, we perform

simulations at finite temperature to more accurately replicate experimental conditions.

In order to produce simulation results that can be quantitatively compared to experiments,

we carry out simulations at T = 293 K (see Fig. 1). From these simulations we calculate a

pattern length of 8 µm, similar to the experimental length (8.4 ± 0.9µm) and identical to the

pattern length of suspensions at T = 0K. This agreement is expected as thermal fluctuations

are negligible in our system. To demonstrate the agreement between the experimental results

and the Stokesian dynamics simulations we directly compare the pattern found in experiments

with that found in the simulations; the top half of Fig. 3(e) is the passive particle distribution

from the simulations, while the lower half is that obtained from experiments. We observe that

the passive particle streamlines associated to the recirculating and bypassing region in Fig. 3(e)
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overlap with the emergent pattern. Moreover, these streamlines also reflect thermal fluctua-

tions in the positions of the passive particles. Therefore, we have shown the emergent pattern

from suspensions at finite temperature are well described by advective flows generated by the

microroller.

In summary, we have established that the emergent pattern reveals regions of non-negligible

hydrodynamic interactions. We have characterized this by demonstrating passive particle resi-

dence times around the microroller are extended due to the recirculating and bypassing stream-

lines produced by a microroller. Thus far it has been sufficient to only use information from the

xy plane to explain the experimental results. This is due to the fact that the patterns obtained

from the experiments are calculated from particle locations projected on the xy plane within

the depth of field of the microscope. Experimentally, we lose information away from the focal

plane, but particle fluctuations from their average height seem to be negligible. Thus, it is suf-

ficient to only use information from the xy flow plane to trace passive particle trajectories and

explain the origin of the emergent pattern.

We now consider how the passive particle height, hpassive, influences the emergent pattern.

By modulating the passive particle height, we will sample a different region of the microroller

flow field, and, consequently, the emergent pattern will change. To illustrate this, we need to

analyze the flow field in three dimensions, and understand how the recirculating and bypass-

ing regions change as a function of passive particle height. Additionally, we need to consider

how xz streamlines (Fig. 4 left panel) can lift particles above their average height. This will

lead passive particles to interact with different sets of streamlines in the xy plane and lead to

emergent patterns with different spatial features (Fig. 4 right panel).

Previously, we identified the existence of two stagnation points at the front and back of the

microroller in the xy plane, see Fig. 3(a). The region bounded between both stagnation points

is the recirculating region of the microroller streamlines in the xy plane and gives rise to the
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Fig. 4: The microroller’s hydrodynamic interactions extend in three dimensions and can
be probed by passive particles at different heights. In the left panel, we plot the xz micro-
roller streamlines at the (x, 0, z) plane for a microroller height hroller = 1.34µm, and show that
not all streamlines (grey curves) intersect the xy stagnation line or saddle line (dashed white
curve). Additionally, the saddle line determines the x axis extension of the xy fluid recircu-
lating streamlines at a given height (middle panel). Therefore, different average passive par-
ticle heights in suspensions will probe these different recirculating and bypassive streamlines
and create different emergent patterns (right panel). We study suspensions with three different
particle heights 1.01µm, 1.4µm, and 2.6µm which we color code green, yellow and cyan, re-
spectively. In the xz streamlines we bound regions that correspond the the average height of the
passive particles and by the xz streamline far from the microroller at the average height of the
passive particle. In the middle panel we plot the three different xy streamlines whose spatial
extensions are mirrored in suspensions’ emergent pattern. We find that the depletion region is
present only in the suspensions with particle heights whose bound region near the saddle line is
closed.
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emergent pattern. To understand how the emergent pattern changes with respect to the z axis,

it is sufficient to track the front stagnation point as a function of the height from the floor. In

Fig. 4, we show the microroller’s xz streamlines at y = 0 in the microroller’s frame. We

superimpose the calculated xy velocity component stagnation line (dashed white line) which

correlates to the extension of the recirculating region on the xy plane. Note that the streamlines

intersect the stagnation line, meaning the z component velocity is not zero. This curve is not a

true stagnation line as not not all velocity components are zero, therefore, it is a saddle line.

The saddle line’s x axis extension varies as a function of z. This indicates that the spatial

extension of the emergent pattern changes by tuning the height of the passive particles. This

is because passive particles will sample different sections of the saddle line. We note that

the saddle line is uniquely determined by hroller. Here we continue to solely focus on passive

particle suspensions in water with hroller = 1.34µm.

In order to demonstrate the degree of tuning of the emergent pattern’s extent with respect

to the height of the passive particles, we perform sets of simulations at T = 0K with different

average passive particle heights ⟨hpassive⟩ at constant ⟨hroller⟩. In athermal suspensions, only

hydrodynamic forces and the interplay between gravitational and charge repulsion from the

floor will change particles’ height. We tune ⟨hpassive⟩ by varying their excess mass mpassive with

respect to water, and focus on three different ⟨hpassive⟩. In suspensions without the presence

of a microroller, passive particles have an average height of 1.01µm, 1.4µm, and 2.6µm for

passive particle excess masses of 10mpassive, mpassive, and with 1/100mpassive, respectively.

As we have previously stated, suspensions with different hpassive will form distinct emergent

patterns given the curvature of the saddle line. However, we must consider how the xz stream-

lines in Fig. 4 will impact where passive particles intersect the saddle line. Near the saddle line,

xz streamlines can lift particles above their ⟨hpassive⟩ and lead to intersect at z > hpassive. In Fig.

4 left panel, we color regions green, yellow, and cyan, to indicate the range of heights where
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passive particles will most likely intersect the saddle line for ⟨hpassive⟩ = {1.01, 1.4, 2.6}µm,

respectively. The lower bound of the colored regions is defined by the particle’s ⟨hpassive⟩, and

the upper bound corresponds to the xz streamline far from the microroller at the respective

⟨hpassive⟩. At a distance far from the microroller, ∼ 30µm, the microroller’s hydrodynamic

interactions have sufficiently decayed such that the xz streamlines are parallel to one another.

This simply represents the background flow which in this reference frame corresponds to the

microroller’s velocity.

In general, all xz streamlines curve upwards as approaching the saddle line. This leads

to multiple xz streamlines overlapping the different colored regions that passive particles will

most likely intersect the saddle line for a given average height. Out of simplicity, we select to

intersect the saddle line at the lower bound of this region, the average passive particle height,

and plot the xy streamlines around the microroller at this height, see Fig. 4 middle panel (where

we show and color the borders of the xy streamlines green, yellow, and cyan to indicate average

passive particle heights ⟨hpassive⟩ = {1.01, 1.4, 2.6}µm, respectively). As expected, the spatial

extension of the recirculating streamlines at different z levels follow the saddle line x values

for a given height. In order to show that the emergent patterns obtained from athermal suspen-

sions at different passive particle heights mirror their respective xz streamlines, we plot their

⟨ρpassive (r)⟩t obtained from simulations at T = 0K , see Fig. 4 right panel. For all cases, emer-

gent patterns mirror the Lpattern of their bypassing streamlines in the xy plane. However, we find

a wide variety in the geometry of the emergent pattern. Only suspensions of passive particles

with ⟨hpassive⟩ = {1.01, 1.4}µm have a depletion region behind the microroller. Meanwhile,

suspensions composed of passive particles with ⟨hpassive⟩ = 2.6µm produce an emergent pat-

tern without a depletion region. This difference is produced by the nature of the xz streamlines

and their ability to lift particles above their average height. Suspensions that produce emergent

patterns with an inverted c-shape structure correspond to passive particle heights in which the
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majority of the particles will intersect with the saddle line. This can be observed in the colored

bounded regions in Fig. 4 left panel, where all xz streamlines in the green and yellow regions

are also fully bounded by the saddle line. It is the cyan region which corresponds to passive

particles with ⟨hpassive⟩ = 2.6µm that contains xz streamlines that miss the saddle line. Thus,

not all passive particles intersect with the saddle line and avoid interacting with the recirculat-

ing and bypassing streamlines. By not entering the recirculating region, the xz streamlines will

transport passive particles above and around the microroller and occupy the region where the

depletion region is seen at lower ⟨hpassive⟩.

Moreover, we hypothesize that the origin of the depletion region arises from passive parti-

cles interacting with one another and shielding streamlines that do not close at the rear of the

microroller. In this manner, passive particles do not reach the back of the microroller and re-

plenish the particles that have been pushed aside through hydrodynamic interactions at the front

of the microroller. It is for this reason that the width of the depletion region is also a function of

the extension of the recirculating region, that is larger recirculating regions will create a larger

depletion region widths as seen in the emergent patterns in Fig. 4 right panel.

Overall, no matter ⟨hpassive⟩, all emergent patterns mirror the extension of the recirculating

and bypassing regions in the xy plane at their respective height. We should thus expect that

for ⟨hpassive⟩ above the saddle line no emergent pattern will appear as there would be no region

of non-negligible hydrodynamic interactions for the passive particles to sample. Importantly,

we have shown that the emergent pattern can be controlled by modifying the height of the

passive particles. As we move up from the floor, both recirculating and bypassing regions

should increase until they begin to decay as we probe heights further away from the microroller.

As the saddle line correlates well with the extension of the emergent pattern, we propose

Lpattern to be the distance between the microroller and the saddle line Lsaddle. As previously

quantified in Fig. 2(f), Lpattern does not change when varying the suspension’s passive particle
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area fraction nor the microroller’s velocity, it only changes with the height of the microroller,

as does the saddle line. However, to compare Lsaddle and Lpattern, one ambiguity persists, at

which height to calculate Lsaddle? By analyzing the xz streamlines we have identified a set

of bounds for a given ⟨hpassive⟩ that delimits the heights passive particles will be driven to by

the microroller’s xz streamlines. Using these bounds, and knowing both ⟨hroller⟩ and ⟨hpassive⟩,

we can provide an interval for Lsaddle to compare with Lpattern obtained from simulations and

experiments to show that these two quantities are equivalent.

We perform simulations with a microroller at different ⟨hroller⟩ and calculate Lpattern. Fur-

thermore, we compare and parameterize Lpattern by Lsaddle (z; ⟨hroller⟩)), where z is the height

above the floor. As previously discussed, the pattern length has a strong dependency on passive

particle height for a given microroller height due to the curvature of the saddle line. Therefore,

in simulations at T = 0K we keep the ratio between the passive particle and microroller height

approximately constant, ⟨hpassive⟩ / ⟨hroller⟩ ≈ 1.2, to only focus on the effects of hroller on the

emergent pattern. Meanwhile, the average height of the passive particles in finite temperature

suspensions is ⟨hpassive⟩ = 2.5µm. In Fig. 5, we plot Lpattern and the Lsaddle region, and show

that the Lsaddle region is a good descriptor for the emergent pattern obtained from suspensions at

T = 0K, and T = 293K. Additionally, the extension of the pattern length and Lsaddle decreases

as the microroller approaches the no-slip boundary. This is expected, as moving closer to the

surface effectively screens the hydrodynamic interactions, reducing their extent. The opposite

is true for a microroller further away from the surface. However, as the microroller’s height is

increased the coupling between the microroller’s rotation and translation diminishes until the

translation velocity becomes infinitesimally small. In a suspension at finite temperature, thermal

fluctuations would then disrupt the pattern created by advective flows.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ability to use a driven particle to create a large-scale

(10 times the particle radius), asymmetrical 3D pattern from a quasi-2D colloidal suspension.
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Fig. 5: Tuning the pattern length by changing the microroller height. We show that the
pattern length Lpattern directly correlates to the distance between the microroller and its front
saddle line Lsaddle (z; ⟨hroller⟩)) (blue region). As previously stated, the saddle line is a function
of height, and multiple streamlines in the xz plane intersect a given height which complicates
which height to choose to calculate Lsaddle. However, we bound the (blue) Lsaddle region by
using the bounds determined and shown in Fig. 4.
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The pattern includes an accumulation region with its center being several particle sizes away

from the microroller, and a depletion region along the microroller trajectory. This pattern is

created via hydrodynamic interactions, and is unmodified by thermal fluctuations, passive par-

ticle area fraction, or driving velocity. We show two main pathways to modify the pattern by

altering the hydrodynamic interactions between the microroller and the passive particles. This

can be done by tuning the height of the passive particles in the suspension with respect to the

microroller, or by modifying the height of the microroller with respect to the floor. Our analysis

of the microroller-driven advective flow that generates the pattern demonstrates that the exten-

sion of the emergent pattern is equivalent to the distance between the microroller and the flow’s

saddle line. Thus, modifying the average height of the microroller changes the pattern’s size

as it changes the features of its fluid velocity profile. Additionally, by modifying the height of

passive particles in a suspension at constant microroller height, the particles are able to sam-

ple other planes of the non-negligible hydrodynamic regions, defying the pattern extent, and

demonstrating the three dimensional nature of the microroller’s streamlines.

Our analysis reveals that the pattern scale is determined by equilibrium quantities: the mi-

croroller height and the height distribution of the passive particles. Thus, the size scale of the

emergent pattern provides an alternative pathway to determine an approximate average passive

particle height in a suspension if the hroller is known. This analysis is straightforward, is not

computationally demanding, and offers a new tool for studying fluid-mediated interactions of

driven particles. If there are weak or transient interaction between the passive particles (for

example in a colloidal gel), this pattern formation could be exploited for material restructuring.

This system also offers an alternative way to do active microrheology (34). For example, we

observe that a microroller moves slower when it is in a colloidal suspension than when it is in a

pure fluid. One can thus calculate the effective viscosity of the colloidal suspension by measur-

ing the change of the microroller speed as a function of colloidal volume fraction, and measure
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density fluctuations by measuring roller velocity fluctuations. Additionally, similar principles

of microroller streamlines can perhaps be used to explain how a mixture of passive particles

and biologically active swimmers lead to anomalous transport coefficients of the passive par-

ticles via hydrodynamic interactions (16, 17). Finally, we note that when the passive particles

enter the recirculating steamlines, they are trapped and move together with the microrollers.

Therefore, microrollers that generate these streamlines, or microvortices, have the potential to

transport micron-size particles.

Materials and Methods

Experiments

The passive particles are spherical and made of polystyrene (Bangs laboratory©, FSPP005)

with a density of 1.06 g/cm3 and a mean diameter of = 2.07 ± 0.15µm. The microrollers in

the experiment are described in detail in (36) and (35). The microroller has a mean diameter

of 2.1 ± 0.1µm and a permanent magnetic dipole as it is comprised of a hematite cube within

a spherical polymer matrix, see Fig. 1(b). The mean density of the microroller is 1.74 g/cm3.

We clean the passive particles by replacing the solution with DI water for three times. Then we

add a small amount of microroller solution to the passive particle solution, and mix the solution

with a vortex followed by a sonicator. We withdraw the mixture solution with a capillary tube,

and seal the tube entrance with glue. Then, we mount the sample on a microscope, and check

the area fraction of passive particles after all particles sediment to the floor. Finally, we apply

rotating magnetic fields and record the particle distribution with the fluorescent microscope.

The microrollers and the passive particles have different fluorescent wavelength, giving us the

ability to separate the two types of particles in two channels.

The system and the mechanism to drive a microroller is described in detail in (35). In short,

we use two pairs of Helmholtz coils to generate an external rotating magnetic field (100 G). The
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permanent dipole of a driven particle experiences the torque from the external field, causing

the driven particle to rotate synchronously with the field. As the microroller is near the floor,

the flow generated by the rotating driven particle becomes asymmetrical due to the non-slip

boundary of the floor, which causes the microroller to translate. We trace the location of the

microrollers using Python and the package Trackpy, which we use to generate a sequence of im-

ages around the microroller. We then use the position of the microroller to shift the coordinates

of all images to the microroller frame.

Simulations

As we have shown, the predominant interaction between a microroller and passive particles in

suspension are hydrodynamic in nature. To correctly quantify these interactions we simulate

these systems using lubricated corrected Brownian dynamics (35). In this method the position

and orientation of a particle q1 = {x, θ} are evolved by

dQ

dt
= MF+ kBT∂Q ·M+

√
2kBTMW(t) (1)

where Q = [q1,q2, . . . ,qn] is the vector containing the the individual positions and orientations

of all particles. Here, pairwise hydrodynamic interactions between particles are determined by

their configuration in space and contained in the lubrication corrected mobility matrix M (Q).

The magnitude of these interactions are weighted by deterministic properties governed by ex-

ternal forces f and torques τ acting on particles in solution, and stochastic properties arising

from the presence of thermal fluctuations. The first term with respect to the right of Eq. 1

details its deterministic character, here M is weighted by the vector comprised of individual

external forces and torques on impinging on all particles F = [f1, τ1, . . . , fn, τ2, ]. The second

and third terms of the equation deal with the thermal drift, and random walk nature of the of

the thermal fluctuations, respectively. Here, kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, T indicates

the solvent temperature, and W(t) represents a Wiener process or a collection of independent
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white noise processes essential for the generation of Brownian velocities. Given that this is a

stochastic differential equation, we temporally integrate this equation using a stochastic scheme,

specifically the ‘Stochastic Trapezoidal Split’ (STS) scheme (35). In this paper we perform sim-

ulations of Eq. 1 evolved by the STS scheme using a publicly accessible code found on github at

RigidMultiblobsWall. More details including the accuracy of this scheme, and pre-conditioners

employed in the solution for M
1/2

can be found in (35).

To simulate suspensions of passive particles with a microroller, we model passive particles

and the microroller as spherical rigid particles with radii Rpassive = 1.0µm , and Rroller =

1.0µm, respectively. The particles are immersed in water at T = 293.15K, and they have a

buoyant mass of mpassive = 2.5 × 10−16 kg, and mroller = 3.1 × 10−15 kg, respectively. We

perform three dimensional simulations with an initial condition set by fixing the area fraction of

passive particles and randomly populating passive particles in a two dimensional strip of 250µm

in length and 75µm width at z = 1.5µm. Finally, we place a non-rotating microroller to the

left of the strip, and equilibrate particle positions by evolving the system for approximately 60 s,

after which we rotate the microroller at constant angular velocity using the algorithm detailed

in (35). For all instances of the simulations we use a time step of ∆t = 0.05 s.

In this paper, all particles experience gravitational forces given their excess mass, and

electrostatic repulsion with the lower surface. We model the electrostatic repulsion using the

Yukawa type potential:

U(h) =

{
ϵ exp

(
R−h
κ

)
if h > R

ϵ
(
1− R−h

κ

)
if h < R

, (2)

where h is the particle center to floor distance, and R is the radius of the respective parti-

cle. For the microroller, we set the magnitude of the potential ϵ, and its screening factor κ

that simultaneously matches the height that replicates its experimentally obtained velocity pro-

file (hroller = 1.34µm), and its measured diffusion coefficient, Droller = 0.15µm2/s. For the

passive particles, we assume the same κ as the microroller, and instead fit ϵ to match its exper-
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imentally obtained diffusion coefficient, Droller = 0.015µm2/s. The list of parameters used in

the simulations can be found tabulated in the SI. Additionally, as the suspension is located above

a no-slip wall, hydrodynamic interactions are calculated using Blake’s solution of the Green’s

function solution to the Stokes equation above a no-slip wall generalized for spherical rigid par-

ticles (37, 38). However, this Green’s function only correctly describes far field hydrodynamic

interactions between all pairs of surfaces, particle-particle and particle-wall. To include near

field hydrodynamic interactions related to the squeezing of fluid between pairs of surfaces we

use the previously mentioned lubrication corrected mobility matrix M detailed in (35). More-

over, we use two different cutoffs that determines at which distance between surfaces at which

to calculate either near field hydrodynamic interactions or far field hydrodynamic interactions.

For particle-particle interactions the cutoff distance is r ≤ 5µm where for distances greater

than 5µm we simply calculate interactions with the Green’s function solution. Meanwhile, we

calculate near field hydrodynamic interactions for particle-wall interactions for any distance

above the wall. For more information about the implementation of the resistance scalars for

near field interactions can be found in (35). We additionally complement near field hydrody-

namic interactions with a short-ranged steric repulsion potential Ucut (r) with the Yukawa type

potential of Eq. 2 for particle-particle and particle-wall interactions. In the case for particle-

particle interactions we substitute R = 2R (1− δcut), while R = R (1− δcut) for particle-wall

interactions, where δcut = 10−3 µm. The complete set of parameters used in Ucut (r) are also

tabulated in the SI.

Additionally, we calculate ⟨ρpassive⟩t averaging over at least 10 different simulation runs us-

ing a 30 µm × 30µm mesh with bin width ∆L = 0.25µm. We choose to average over frames

0.1 s apart and where the microroller is Lx ∈ [20, 230]µm. Under these bounds the microroller

is within the region of passive particles with a given area fraction ϕ. We also use this imple-

mentation to avoid averaging over regions outside the bounds of the suspension which affects
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the formation and dimensional features of the emergent pattern. After calculating ⟨ρpassive⟩t we

use Gaussian smoothing with a variance the size of the passive particle radius to include par-

ticle areal size effects. This allows comparison between ⟨ρpassive⟩t and experimental emergent

patterns now that ⟨ρpassive⟩t contains information of the passive particle size and loosens the

constraints on the distributions obtained by using a homogeneous binning mesh of 0.25, µm.

We calculate all velocity distributions of a microroller also using the Blake’s solution to the

Green’s function of a stokeslet above a no-slip wall generalized for a spherical particle (38).
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